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AbstractNow we are living in IT era and now everyone using IT . User host his data in
remote, there remain open questions about server. This information is in
encrypting form. But user perform search query for retrieve operation, kind of
query operations can be performed on the encrypted data. Result appears in client
machine. Client machine may be in LAN or in network. So user in same network
can access information of computer from same network. In this paper, we focus on
how can make safe information of computer from same network computer. When
user put query to remote machine it work on IP machine. Most of the user used
share IP means one IP have several machine. So in this case we can’t analysis
unique address of computer, So other computer in same network can access data.
Every computer has unique MAC address. With the combination of IP and MAC
address we can find unique address of computer. In this paper we will work on
MAC address and will encrypt data with the help of MAC address. When data
come on correct MAC address then can only readable
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INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is becoming
popular day by day. Its performance
is distributed in three main places,
one in client’s place, one in network
and the third is in server’s side. As
complete data resides outside
premises, maintaining confidentiality
is becoming an important issue
which needs to be addressed. So,
security threat is an aspect to think
for cloud computing. Data owners
now have the opportunity to
outsource their data as well as
services to the cloud which can
provide on-demand access to the
data. However, to avoid various
privacy concerns or to protect data
confidentiality, data owners usually
encrypt their data at first place and
then outsource them to the cloud.
Since the data are encrypted, this
places limitations on the range of
operations that can be performed in
the cloud. The previous paper
focuses on the range query. In
previous paper result can be used by
same network user. Suppose in
financial services provide use cloud
service. His agent can perform
DBMS operation. Because of
encryption cloud provider can’t see

data. But user in same network can
view search result in other machine
with certain type of attack. Financial
data have most secure it can’t permit
to see by other person. In our paper
we focus ―DBMS result will be
available on same machine which fill
request‖. Data encryption, query
security will be according to pervious
paper but in our paper new thing only
result can view by only machine
which fill request. Most of the user
and member of organization work on
common IP. But every machine has
unique ID, which is MAC address.
User submit request it will reach to
cloud with IP address and MAC
address. When result will appear it
will check MAC address of viewer
machine. If MAC addresses same
then he can able to see result. In our
paper, prevention of attack is
focused. Our system works on client
level. No one can access our data
through local internet file. In our
system data will encrypt by MAC
address. Once result will generate it
will encrypt with MAC address when
it will reach to client machine it will
decrypt by machine MAC address
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CLOUD DBMS

Budget - A cloud DBMS eliminates capital

A cloud database management system

expenses for software, hardware and data

(CDBMS) is a database management system

center costs and translates the required

that is hosted by a third-party service

investments into operational costs. For

provider on a remote server and accessed

businesses that are launching new database

over the Internet.

projects or looking to move to a different

A cloud DBMS can be deployed in three

DBMS, a reduction in upfront costs can be

different ways. The first way is as a virtual

very appealing.

machine (VM) image. In this deployment

Data governance - If data in a cloud DBMS

model, the cloud provider sells virtual

is distributed across multiple geographical

machine instances upon which a database

locations, the regulatory compliance burden

management system can run.

can become more difficult and impact

In the second deployment model, the cloud

various aspects of data governance including

provider is responsible for supplying and

(but not limited to) privacy rules, disclosure

maintaining the DBMS.

requirements, retention rules and data

In the third deployment model, the cloud

protection requirements.

provider installs, maintains and manages the

Staffing - A cloud DBMS can free database

entire database implementation. When and

administrators from having to worry about

how to deploy on a cloud DBMS is not a cut

tasks such as configuring and patching an

and dried proposition. Before deciding

on-premises

whether or not to deploy in the cloud an

effective use of their time. Organizations

organization

with small or limited IT teams can benefit

should

determine

its

DBMS

and

make

more

requirements regarding:

from hosting databases in the cloud because

Performance - A cloud DBMS typically will

installation,

not provide the same level of performance

administrative issues can be offloaded to the

as a locally-implemented DBMS simply

cloud provider.

because the data must be accessed over the
Internet.

management

and

other
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PROPOSED CRYPTOGRAPHY

Unlike a cookie, the information is not

SYSTEM FOR MACHINE -

stored on the user computer. An established

Whether you work in a wired network office
or a wireless one, one thing is common for
both environments: It takes both network
software and hardware (cables, routers, etc.)
to transfer data from your computer to
another—or from a computer thousands of
miles away to yours. And in the end, to get
the data you want right to YOU, it comes

session is the basic requirement to perform a
connection-oriented

communication.

A

session also is the basic step to transmit in
connectionless

communication

modes.

However any unidirectional transmission
does not define a session. Session never save
in client side So unauthorized user in same
network can't use session of other machine.

down to addresses. So not surprisingly,

MAC address is computer unique ID. We

along with an IP address (which is networks

will send MAC address with user request

software), there's also a hardware address.

and save it as session in server.

Typically it is tied to the network interface

Password Protected Encryption MAC

card, or NIC. The NIC is essentially a

address

computer circuit card that makes it possible
for your computer to connect to a network.
Every NIC has a hardware address that's
known as a MAC, for Media Access
Control. Where IP addresses are associated
with TCP/IP (networking software), MAC
addresses are linked to the hardware of
network adapters. A MAC address is given
to a network adapter it is unique.

In cryptography, a key is a piece of
information (a parameter) that determines
the functional output of a cryptographic
algorithm or cipher. Without a key, the
algorithm would produce no useful result. In
encryption, a key specifies the particular
transformation of plaintext into cipher text,
or vice versa during decryption. Keys are
also used in other cryptographic algorithms,

SESSION OF MAC

such as digital signature schemes and

A session is a way to store information (in

message authentication codes. In our paper

variables) to be used across multiple pages.

we encrypt MAC address at client side.
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Need for secrecy

provides evidence that it can be difficult to

In designing security systems, it is wise to

keep the details of a widely used algorithm

assume that the details of the cryptographic

secret (see security through obscurity). A

algorithm are already available to the

key is often easier to protect (it's typically a

attacker. This is known as Kirchhoff’s'

small

principle — "only secrecy of the key

encryption algorithm, and easier to change if

provides security", or, reformulated as

compromised. Thus, the security of an

Shannon's maxim, "the enemy knows the

encryption system in most cases relies on

system".

some key being kept secret.

The

history

of

cryptography

piece

of

information)

than

an

provides evidence that it can be difficult to

Client Side Encryption

keep the details of a widely used algorithm

Client-side encryption is the cryptographic

secret (see security through obscurity). A

technique of encrypting data before it is

key is often easier to protect (it's typically a

transmitted to a server in a computer

small

an

network. Usually, encryption is performed

encryption algorithm, and easier to change if

with a key that is not known to the server.

compromised. Thus, the security of an

Consequently, the service provider is unable

encryption system in most cases relies on

to decrypt the hosted data. In order to access

some key being kept secret

the data, it must always be decrypted by the

piece

of

information)

than

Encryption through Keyword

client. Client-side encryption allows for the

In designing security systems, it is wise to

creation of zero-knowledge applications

assume that the details of the cryptographic

whose providers cannot access the data its

algorithm are already available to the

users have stored, thus offering a high level

attacker. This is known as Kirchhoff’s'

of privacy.

principle — "only secrecy of the key

DBMS

provides security", or, reformulated as

Through MAC Address-

Query

Result

Encrypted

Shannon's maxim, "the enemy knows the
system".

The

history

of

cryptography

User submit input. In which cloud DBMS
perform operation. Based on operation result
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will generate. In our paper we will encrypt
query result. This encrypt result will send to
client machine. It’s mean client side reach
only encrypted result. If someone in same
network

want

to

access

result

in

unauthorized way can’t read data.
Decrypted Query Result in Client
SidePhase
When result come on client machine our

2

Encryption

(with

secrect

password)

application will fetch MAC address of
machine. And this address work as a key for
decryption. It will try to decrypt query
result. If request generate by same machine
then this MAC address will work as a key
for decryption successfully. If someone in

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE

same network try to access result in different

WORK

machine can’t able to read result because
other machine have different MAC address.

Although

So it can’t decrypt result. So our content will

innovation, it is a new IT trend. Cloud

be safe from different machine.

already have basic protection in place are

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Phase 1 Encryption

considering
solutions.

encryption

is

not

implementing
Securely

encrypted

a

new

encryption
data

is

completely protecte.
Just as data security is ensured on all
devices, encrypting data also provides
security benefits during transmission.
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Users sending files via email or distributing

time and space. If user have option to select

them via a cloud server can use encryption

encryption algorithm then it’s not easy to

to ensure that no unauthorized user can view

hacker analysis pattern

them.
Targeted data theft is one thing, but another
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